As worldwide leaders in floor flatness compliance testing and on-site monitoring, CoGri USA Inc offer very rapid, accurate and independent results for Defined Movement (narrow aisle) and Free Movement (open area) surveys to British (TR34), German (DIN), American (Fmin) and other standards. They will also ensure that floor flatness is correctly specified, will ensure that the flooring contractor has the required expertise to meet the required specification and will check the finished floor for specification compliance.

CoGri USA Inc are specialists in the enhancement of floor flatness, particularly in narrow aisles and have developed the Laser Grinder® the world’s most advanced laser-guided grinding system. The Laser Grinder® enables aisles on new and existing floors to be upgraded to the flatness standards required to operate VNA forklift trucks safely and at their optimum efficiency. Used in new and operational warehouses it is clean, quick and very effective, whilst offering 100%Laser compliance in the ongoing warehouse activities.

Global Flooring Solutions...

Making the World a Flatter Place...

www.cogriusa.com
Wheel Track Grinding

- Grinding principally on narrow aisles, any ground path can be extended as close as 20mm from the rail face. A low profile guide rail will reduce the forces on low profile guide rails.
- Remedial grinding for a 4-wheeled VNA forklift truck should ensure that each wheel path ensures that all wheels are accommodated within the ground path.
- The Laser Grinder® process satisfies all defined movement flatness specifications.

Wheel Track Grinding for VNA forklift trucks

- Defined WHEEL TRACK GRINDING for VNA forklift trucks
- FLATNESS IS IMPORTANT: speed > safety > efficiency > reduced maintenance...
- Whole Aisle Width Grinding
- Other Services
- Profileograph Surveys
- The Laser Grinder® process satisfies all defined movement flatness specifications.

Flattening surfa...